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Abstract

Mobile cloud computing is a promising approach to augment the compu-
tational capabilities of mobile devices for emerging resource-hungry mobile
applications. Android-based smartphones have opened real-world venues
for mobile cloud applications mainly because of the open source nature of
Android. Computational offloading mechanism enables the augmentation
of smartphone capabilities. The problem is majority of existing computa-
tional offloading solutions for Android-based smartphones heavily depends
on Dalvik VM (an application-level VM). Apart from being a discontinued
product, Dalvik VM consumes extra time and energy because of the just-in-
time (JIT) compilation of bytecode into machine instructions. With regard
to this problem, Google has introduced Android Runtime (ART) featuring
ahead-of-time (AHOT) compilation to native instructions in place of Dalvik
VM. However, current state-of-the-art offloading solutions do not consider
AHOT compilations to native binaries in the ART environment. To address
the issue in offloading ART-based mobile applications, we propose a com-
putational offloading framework. The proposed framework requires infras-
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tructural support from cloud data centers to provide offloading as a service
for heterogeneous mobile devices. Numerical results from proof-of-concept
implementation revealed that the proposed framework improves the execu-
tion time of the experimental application by 76% and reduces its energy
consumption by 70%.

Keywords: Mobile Cloud Computing, Computational Offloading, Android
Runtime Environment, Application Partitioning, Mobile Cloud Scheduling

1. Introduction

Smartphones are gaining immense popularity since the emergence of new
mobile applications (e.g., face recognition, natural language processing, in-
teractive gaming, and augmented reality)[1, 2]. These mobile applications
are typically resource hungry; they require intensive computation, and high
energy consumption [3]. However, the physical size of mobile devices limits
their computational resources and battery. As a result, a tension exists be-
tween resource-hungry applications and resource-constrained mobile devices;
such tension poses a significant challenge for future mobile platform devel-
opment [4, 5]. To address this challenge, mobile cloud computing (MCC)
has been introduced as a promising approach that offloads the extensive
computation via wireless access (e.g., cell network, Wifi, or Bluetooth) to
resource-rich cloud infrastructure. In MCC, the ecosystem of computational
offloading contains different types of computational resources, which may be
used depending on their availability and scheduling decisions.

Figure 1 presents a generic view of an MCC environment. The foremost
available resource used by mobile applications is the cloud service providers
(CSP); they provide on-demand services (i.e., software, platform, and infras-
tructure) in a pay-as-you-go system [6]. The second type of resource is the
cloudlet [7], a nearby (local) Internet-enabled rich computing infrastructure
that is connected to mobile devices using wireless access. The third type of
resource is the local proximate mobile cloud [8], which is based on the for-
mation of an ad-hoc network of devices within vicinity to collectively serve
one another using either Wifi or Bluetooth network interfaces.

For a mobile device, the simplest means of augmentation is using mobile
cloud through service-oriented or client/server patterns. Such augmentation
is feasible assuming that the requested service, application source code, or ap-
plication binaries are available on server. Despite its simplicity, this approach
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Figure 1: A Generic View of Mobile Cloud Environment

may result in computational losses and waiting times in case of network dis-
connection or service disruption. The most common computational offloading
mechanism is code migration, which migrates intermediate-level instructions
between a mobile device and a server. These intermediate-level instructions
must be executed on the same type of application-level VM (ALVM) (i.e.,
Dalvik VM) on both the mobile device and server. The literature also reveals
offloading mechanisms that consider thread-state migration or thread-state
synchronization ALVM. Both code migration and thread-state synchroniza-
tion are highly dependent on ALVMs. That is, the computational offloading
mechanisms of Android-based smartphones depend on Dalvik VM (DVM).
This dependency invalidates the mechanisms for the newly launched An-
droid Runtime (ART) environment. ART has obvious benefits in terms of
execution time and battery consumption. ART uses ahead of time (AHOT)
compilation to transform device-independent DEX code into device-specific
native code [9].
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The mobile cloud approach significantly augments the computational ca-
pabilities of mobile devices [10, 11]. However, the development of a unified
and comprehensive MCC system remains as a challenging task. The diffi-
culty lies in the heterogeneity of hardware and software platforms available
on mobile devices and the cloud system. To overcome this above-mentioned
challenges, we propose a unified computational offloading framework for na-
tive and ART-based mobile applications. The proposed framework will not
transfer an application binary or its source code from the mobile device to
the server. The application must be modified by developers to support the
offloading primitives required by our proposed framework.

The rest of the article is organized in five sections. Section 2 presents
an overview of existing computational offloading mechanism through a clas-
sification. Section 3, discusses the arguments on why a new process based
migration is required. Section 4 presents the details about the structural
and functional components of our proposed framework. Section 5 outlines a
proof-of-concept experiment, along with the limitation and future prospects
of the proposed framework. Finally, Section 6 concludes the article.

2. Related Work

Previous experimentations confirm that remote execution can potentially
reduce the power consumption and execution time of applications running
on weak smartphones [12]. In a mobile cloud environment (MCE), most
of the existing computational offloading mechanisms, which improves the
performance and the battery consumption of mobile devices, can be classified
under three broad categories, namely, i) VM/phone clone migration, ii) code
migration, and iii) thread-state migration.

2.1. VM/Phone Clone Migration

VM/phone clone migration uses virtualization technology to maintain a
synchronized mirror for each connected smartphone on a computing infras-
tructure. This mechanism allows certain operations to be performed directly
on the mirror. A high-level diagram of components and mechanisms involved
in VM-based augmentation of mobile devices is presented in Figure 2.

Research on Cloudlets [7] , paranoid Android [13] , virtual smartphone
[14], and phone mirroring [15] are prominent in the literature on this class of
computational offloading. Cloudlets[7] proposes the use of local resource-rich
computers, to which a smartphone connects over a single-hop wireless LAN
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Figure 2: VM Based Augmentation of Mobile Devices

and migrates a current system image. Paranoid Android [13] uses QEMU
for running replica Android images in the cloud to enable multiple exploit
and attack detection techniques to run simultaneously with minimal effect
on phone performance and battery life. Virtual Smartphone [14] uses An-
droid x86 port to efficiently execute Android images in the cloud on VMware
ESXi virtualization platform. Phone mirroring [15] framework maintains
a synchronized mirror for each connected smartphone on a computing in-
frastructure, which allows certians operations to be performed directly on
the mirror. Cloud-based augmentations of smartphones using VMs/phone
clones either deliver or obtain an overlay image (i.e., the difference between
two consecutive VM images) or a replay trace to and from the computing
infrastructure (Figure 2. Through the overlay image, smartphones synchro-
nize part of execution on the remote VMs and vice versa. However, this
mechanism is hindered by the amount of data transfer [16]. An example of
the image size (in MB) for a non-live image transfer of An android Jelly-
Beans phone is presented in Figure 3 (a). The time required to backup and
restore these images from and to the phone is illustrated in Figure 3 (b). To
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reduce the communication overhead caused by large file sizes, replay mecha-
nisms [16–19], in which execution of mobile device instructions are captured
as a trace and then executed on remote VMs and vice versa, can be used
while synchronizing remote VMs with phone state. However, reply mech-
anisms generate large trace files and require extensive modifications to the
virtual machine monitors (VMM). From a practical point of view, the phone
clones/VMs needs the same hardware platform as the server side to retain a
working synchronized image.

Figure 3: (a) Phone Image Sizes (in MBs) (b) Phone Image Backup and Restore Time (in
seconds)

2.2. Code Migration and Delegation

The most popular and common technique to leverage the computational
power of cloud in mobile devices is code migration and delegation. This
technique involves the delegation of code execution to remote cloud servers
[5] by either migrating a platform-independent intermediate code or using a
service-oriented client/server setup [20]. Code migration and remote execu-
tion are illustrated in Figure 4. The difference between code migration and
remote execution via plain client/server or SOA fashion is clearly presented
in the figure. When a server is disconnected or unavailable the mobile ap-
plication can be locally executed on a mobile device in code migration. By
contrast, the SOA-based execution halts until the server becomes available.

Many attempts have been done in past [21–29] to enable remote execution
using code migration. Remote execution using code migration improve the
performance and battery consumption of mobile devices. Most of these code
migration based offloading attempts rely on programmers to specify program
partitions using code annotation and skeletons. These program partitions are
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Figure 4: Remote Execution using Code Migration and Delegation

utilized for specification of local and remote application execution decisions.
A number of the code offloading-based mechanisms [30] replicate the ap-
plication binary, intermediate representation, or source code at the server
and perform remote execution in a client/server or service-oriented manner.
Figure 5 provides the result of an experiment performed with basic code mi-
gration using two different settings for a 1000 x 1000 matrix multiplication.
The figure illustrates the effect of remote execution using code migration on
the execution time of an application.

Despite the significant improvement in execution time, code migration
does not support existing applications that do not consider a MCE notion.
In addition, static partitioning for high-end mobile devices with intermittent
connectivity might not be useful. Further, in case of SOA or client/server
setup disconnection or server failure, computation may be lost and the execu-
tion on the phone may have to be restarted. Finally, if ALVM is not available,
code migration is not a trivial task because of the underlying heterogeneity
of hardware and software platform across the connected systems.
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Figure 5: Impact of remote execution using code migration on the execution time (in
seconds) of an application.

2.3. Thread-State Migration

In a MCE, thread migration is the migration of low-level thread states
(heap contents, stack, descriptors, register values) from one ALVM (i.e.
Dalvik, JVM, .Net Runtime) to another.A generalized illustration of thread-
state migration is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Generalized representation of thread synchronization used in MCE
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Thread-state migration mechanism is strictly dependent on ALVMs as
these ALVMs provides the abstraction and interoperability of threads across
different hardware platforms. These ALVMs require massive modifications
to enable thread-state synchronization mechanisms. CloneCloud[10] and its
variants [31] as well as COMET[32] exploit the concept of thread migration
to improve the overall performance of mobile devices. CloneCloud[10] uses
a combination of static analysis and dynamic profiling to partition applica-
tions at runtime. The application partition is migrated as a thread from a
mobile device at a chosen point to the clone in the cloud. The partition is
executed in the cloud for the remainder of the process. Then, the migrated
thread is reintegrated back to the application executing on a mobile device.
On contrary, COMET[32] leverages the underlying memory model of Dalvik
runtime and modifies the Dalvik running on a phone and server simultane-
ously to implement distributed shared memory (DSM). In doing so, thread
synchronization is enabled between the mobile device and the server. The
modification of Dalvik on smartphone severely affect an application, running
locally on the mobile device because the application is not executed, or can-
not be offloaded, or the server is disconnected. This phenomenon is tested
by executing standard benchmark several times on two similar devices with
the same specifications in terms of hardware and software configurations.
However, One of the phones has a modified DVM from COMET, whereas
the other has the original stock DVM. The benchmark results in Figure 7
measures the mega floating-point operations per second (MFLOPs), which
clearly demonstrate the effect on performance caused by the modification of
DVM. These thread-state migration mechanisms become automatically in-
valid in ART environment [33], which is introduced by Google in place of the
Dalvik runtime environment. ART features AHOT compilation to device-
specific native binaries; this feature expedites the application execution by
reducing the overhead caused mainly by the just-in-time (JIT) compilation
in DVM [34].

3. Motivation for Process Migration Based Computational Offload-
ing Framework

The classification discussed in Section2 is summarized in Table 1. The
table also outlines the dependencies and limitations in current state-of-the-
art offloading mechanisms.

The categorized computational offloading mechanisms used in a MCE
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Figure 7: Performance Comparison of Modified DVM vs. Stock DVM using Standard
Benchmarks. (in Mega FLOPS.)

Table 1: Comparison of Computational Offloading Mechanisms used in Mobile Cloud
Environments
Computational
Offloading
Mechanisms

Application
Modification

Dependency Major Drawback

VM/Phone
Clone Migration

No
Hardware
Virtualization

High communication overhead in addition to the overhead
of time elapsed in generating overlay state for VM synchrnoization.

Code
Migration and
Delegation

Yes ALVMs

Static partitioning using annotations for high-end mobile
devices with intermittent connectivity is not useful.
Computation is lost and restarted in case of SOA,
client/server disconnection, or server failure.

Thread
Synchronization

No/
Auto

ALVMs
The overhead (profiling and analyzing or setup
overhead) caused by the modification of ALVM to execute
an application that does not want/need to be offloaded.

strictly depend on virtualization technology. The mechanisms dependent on
application-level virtualization exploit the intermediate code, which can be
seamlessly migrated between devices with different hardware and software
architecture. By contrast, the VM migration-based computational offloading
mechanisms depend on hardware virtualization techniques. ART compiles
mobile applications into native machine-dependent binaries upon installa-
tion. However, current state-of-the-art offloading solutions do not consider
the native code of ART-based mobile applications.

To verify the native code behavior of ART, we gathered the DEX files
of an installed application from two Android devices. One device is running
Dalvik, whereas the other is running ART. The gathered files are checked
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with the file1 tool available in most Linux distributions (Figures 8 and 9).
The DEX files gathered from Dalvik- and ART-based phones are in bytecode
format and Executable and Linking Format (ELF), respectively.

Figure 8: File type of Dalvik DEX file.

Figure 9: File type of ART DEX file.

The ELF file is platform dependent [35]. For instance, the ELF file com-
piled for an ARM platform cannot be executed on an x86-based platform.
Most current state-of-the-art computational offloading mechanisms are ex-
ploiting Dalvik bytecode, which is platform independent. The same Dalvik
bytecode can be executed without any modification on any platform where
DVM is running.

Recently, 1,208,476 mobile applications from the Google Play Store have
been statistically analyzed to investigate the number of mobile applications
utilizing native libraries [36]. A total of 446,562 mobile applications (37.0%)
used at least one natively compiled library. Considering the result of this
recent study, computational offloading mechanisms should be reevaluated to
overcome the issue of native code. Therefore, we have proposed a process
migration-based computational offloading framework.

4. Proposed Framework

Figure 10 illustrates the high-level components of the proposed frame-
work. The framework is modularized into components that are present either
at a mobile device or in a cloud server.

1http://linux.die.net/man/1/file
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Figure 10: Proposed Mobile Cloud Computing Framework

The proposed framework exploits the concept of context switching in an
operating system process and extends the basis of checkpoint/restart and
process-migration mechanism. The process state of any computer program,
as well as the ART-generated ELF file, is architecture dependent. A process
state from an ARM-based machine cannot be used to restart the process on
an x86-based machine. This condition is due to the difference in assembly,
hardware components, instruction sizes, application binary interface, and
other related factors. In most cases (almost 90%95%), mobile devices use
an ARM-based machine [37, 38], ], whereas the physical or virtual machines
in the cloud are normally based on x86 architectures. Thus, we have three
options for the process migration-based computational offloading for native
and ART-based mobile applications. First, we can use a certain type of
manual transformation of a process state from one architecture to another
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[39]. We can disregard this option because it requires massive modification of
the compiler or source code for both endpoints. Second, we can emulate the
ARM instruction set in the cloud using binary translators, such as QEMU
[40], which is not feasible for deadline and performance sensitive applications.
Finally, we can utilize a compatible infrastructure (e.g., ARM) on the server.
The availability of ARM infrastructure in the remote cloud or local cloudlet
is crucial to actually envision the MCC ecosystem and enable phone clones
and VMs in the remote servers.

We assume that the network conditions are stable, that no disconnection
occurs during an offloading transaction, and that an offloading transaction
is atomic. These assumptions are made to retain the focus on migration
mechanism rather than network analysis and disconnection management,
although these options should be explored in the future.

The description of the components on the mobile device and server as
well as their interactions are described in the following sub-sections.

4.1. Mobile Devices Modules

On the mobile device, we have modified the original Android stack with
an additional kernel module, which exploits the concept of context switching.
Primarily, the module is configured to connect to the remote offloading server
(i.e., VM in cloud) via an associated user space communicator, which also
resides and is running on the mobile device. The connection parcel (Figure
11(a)) is composed of a device manifest and a software platform manifest.

The device manifest consists of the complete device profile, including the
unique device ID, hardware information, and emulated/virtualized instance
ID if the connection is established with the offloading server otherwise null.
The software platform manifest will specify the operating system profile. If
the connection to the remote offloading server is successful, then the kernel
module residing in the device kernel will traverse all running applications
and suspend any application that is being marked by the user as offloadable.
After the suspension of applications, the module will serialize all the soft
process states along with the packet header over the socket to the offloading
server. The soft process state will include heap, thread local storage, stack,
virtual memory areas, page backup, processor register contents, opened file
states, and network socket states. The process state can be compressed with a
lightweight compression mechanism to reduce the offloading parcel size. The
header contains the device manifest and the application manifest (Figure
11(b)). The application manifest will contain the application profile, which
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is utilized by the instance manager to push a specific application from the
central application repository to the virtualized/emulated phone running on
the server. Finally, when a soft process state is received by the mobile device
from the offloading server, the mobile device will extract the application
manifest. The kernel module will then update the received process state for
the extracted application manifest.

Figure 11: (a) Connection Parcel (b) Process state synchronization packet header

4.2. Offloading Server Modules

The offloading server is composed of loosely coupled components. The
modules required at the server are described in the following sub-sections.

4.2.1. Admission Control

Admission control modules enforce the fair-usage policy of server re-
sources. In case of a cloudlet with a weak pricing-model based admission
control, ensuring the efficacy of the system is vital [41, 42]. Admission con-
trol can regulate the number of active server users depending on the system
utilization or a manual policy defined by the system administrator. To share
the resources among different devices, requests will be queued and processed
using any feasible scheduling policy (e.g., FIFO, round robin) defined by
the system administrator or dynamically selected based on the system load
and other metrics. Furthermore, whenever a mobile device sends requests
to the offloading server, the admission control will communicate with the
instance manager to verify whether the device can be emulated/virtualized
or not. Afterwards, the admission control verifies the availability of the soft-
ware platform is available. If both conditions are satisfied, the request is
transferred and the ID of the emulated/virtualized instance received from
the instance manager is sent back to the requesting mobile device. Once the
request is granted, the subsequent process state synchronization packets from
that device are directly transmitted/forwarded to the instance manager.

4.2.2. Instance Manager

An instance manager manages the creation and deletion of emulated/virtualized
Android instances. The instance manager is composed of four sub-components,
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namely, i) process-migration controller, ii) instance initializer, iii) application
proxy store, and iv) process-state synchronizer.

Process-Migration Controller

The process-migration controller is the core component of the instance man-
ager. This module communicates with the admission control upon a con-
nection request from a mobile device. The module is also responsible for
receiving process-state synchronization packets from the end-user mobile de-
vice. Upon receiving a message from the admission control, the controller
queries the instance definition table to determine whether the requested de-
vice profile can be emulated/virtualized. If it can be emulated, then a query
will be executed over the running instance store to find a running instance
that can furnish the client request. If the query is successful, then a response
with the existing running emulated/virtualized instance ID is sent to admis-
sion control, which acknowledges the end-user mobile device. If no running
device is found, then the instance initializer is tasked to create an emu-
lated/virtualized device whose ID is sent back to the user. Upon receiving
a process-state synchronization parcel, the parcel is sent to the process-state
synchronizer.

Instance Initializer

Upon receiving a device creation request from the process-migration con-
troller, a new virtualized/emulated instance will be initialized with the spec-
ification from the device manifest and software platform manifest. The
newly created emulated/virtualized device instance ID is acknowledged to
the process-migration controller. An entry for this instance is then added in
the running instance table.

Process-State Synchronizer

Upon receiving the process-state synchronization parcel from the controller,
the synchronizer extracts the emulated instance ID and application manifest
from the header. Then, it verifies whether an application with the extracted
application manifest was pushed before or available at the extracted instance
ID. If an application is available on the target device, the synchronizer pushes
the checkpoint data received from the end-user mobile device to the emulated
instance. If no application with the extracted application manifest is avail-
able at the target device, the synchronizer sends a message containing the
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extracted instance ID and the application manifest to the application store
proxy. Subsequently, the synchronizer waits for a signal from the applica-
tion store before executing the application on the device and then pushes
the checkpoint data on the device. The module communicates with the emu-
lated/virtualized device using an Android debug bridge and a communicator
program installed and executed on the emulated/virtualized device upon ini-
tialization.

4.2.3. Application Store Proxy

The application store proxy acts as a cache for applications to be stored
for subsequent requests. Upon receiving a request from the synchronizer, the
application store proxy will check whether an application with that manifest
exists in the cache. If available, the application store proxy will push the
application to the emulated/virtualized device. Otherwise, the application
can be downloaded using a method, such as that explained in [43]. If an
application is unavailable in the local store and Google Play Store, another
request is directly sent to the requesting device to share the application.
Once an application is available in the local store, it is then pushed to the
emulated instance, and the process-state synchronizer is acknowledged.

4.2.4. Module on Emulated/Virtualized Device

Similar with a mobile device, the emulated/virtualized Android device is
configured with an additional kernel module and an associated user space
communicator, which communicates with the end-user mobile device and
other components in the offloading server (e.g., process-state synchronizer).
When a soft process state is received by the emulated Android device from
the end-user mobile device, it extracts the application manifest. The ker-
nel module updates the received process state for the extracted application
manifest. To send a process state to the end-user mobile device, the kernel
module must use a method similar to that discussed in Section 4.1.

5. Proof of Concept

5.1. Empirical Setup

For a proof of concept, we deployed an ARM infrastructure box (Com-
pulab Utilite2) at the server. We also deployed an x86 machine to host

2http://www.compulab.co.il/utilite-computer/web/utilite-overview
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certain components of the proposed framework and foresee the ARM box.
The topology of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 12

Figure 12: Experimental Setup Topology

The server PC configuration comprises Ubuntu 14.04, 4 GB Ram, and
Core i7 CPU 3.4 GHz. A Samsung GT-I9100G smartphone is used as the
client device. The server hosts the framework modules (i.e., application store
proxy, instance manager, and admission control) to the ARM box. The proof-
of-concept application is a 1000 x 1000 matrix multiplication program written
in C with no migration or annotations and interfaces. The proof-of-concept
application is also compiled with the standard Android toolchain downloaded
along with the AOSP/CyanogenMod source code.

To capture the energy consumption of the application, we attached a
hardware power meter to the battery of the smartphone (Figure 13). This
step must be performed for two reasons. i) Smartphones do not offer a way
to obtain fine-grained energy measurements of an application; (ii) The API
of the smartphone does not capture power statistics for native applications.

5.2. Experiment Details

To migrate an application state from the client device (Samsung GT-
I9100G) to the ARM box, both devices are flushed with the custom kernel
to enable the insertion of kernel modules. Both devices (client device and
ARM box) execute a user-space program to communicate with each other
and transfer the process state over the socket. For the proof-of-concept ex-
periment, the experimental applications are installed and executed on both
devices. Once the communicators residing on the devices set up the link with
each other, the modules on both sides detect the setup and start synchroniz-
ing the process state. However, the kernel modules periodically synchronize
the applications executing on the other device because of the lack of syn-
chronization markers in the experimental application. Thus, the migration
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Figure 13: Hardware power meter setup used for energy measurements

control is unsuitable. We have performed 10 experiments and then averaged
the results for presentations. Our first parameter of interest is the improve-
ment in the execution time of the offloaded matrix multiplication application.
Figure 14 presents the results of this parameter. The execution time of the
offloaded application demonstrates a substantial improvement of approxi-
mately 76% compared with that of the baseline local execution. Similarly,
the execution time of the offloaded application is reduced by almost 23%
compared with that of the client server (SOA).

Figure 14: Execution Time Impact (in milliseconds)
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The second important parameter is the energy consumption of the of-
floaded application. Similar to the analysis of the first parameter, this ex-
periment is performed 10 times. The averages are presented in Figure 15.
This experiment also shows the efficacy of the proposed framework compared
with that of baseline local execution and SOA-based execution. However, the
energy consumption of our proposed technique is more than that of the SOA-
based execution because of the communication agent residing in the phone
and extra bookkeeping, which ensures the consistency and accuracy of data
offloading.

Figure 15: Energy Consumption Impact (in Joules)

The third important parameter is the number of bytes transferred between
successive synchronizations of application states from the client device to the
server ARM box. We make two cases for this parameter. First, we assume
that client data is unavailable on the server and must be transferred to the
server from the client device. Second, we assume that client data are available
on the server. The results of the experiment are presented in Figure 16.

The number of bytes transferred in the first case (Figure 16) is approx-
imately 12.2 MB per synchronization. The application declares and stores
three 1000 1000 matrices (two are operands, one is the resultant). Thus,
the memory acquired by the process for these three matrices are 12 MB
(1,000,000 3 4 bytes). The bookkeeping of our framework adds an additional
200 KB to the memory. For the second case, only 206.4 KB is transferred
for each synchronization interval. The data transfer amount in bytes can
be further reduced by applying a differential-based mechanism used in VM
migrations.
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Figure 16: Data transfer (in bytes) between the client device and ARM box

5.3. Limitations of the proposed framework

The implementation of all the components of the devised framework is
unfinished. Some of the components are at the initial development phase.
Other components are implemented but needs improvement to handle the
following issues to transform every mobile application to a mobile cloud ap-
plication.

5.3.1. Improved Migration Mechanism

In the experimental setup of our framework, we capture and deploy the
process state using Android kernel modules. The experiment reveals that
using kernel module is not suitable for the migration for a number of reasons.
They include code complexity, difference in kernel version between devices
(in case of proximate mobile cloud), disabled kernel modules by default, need
for a rooted and custom ROM on the phone to exploit this method, and the
user curiosity on the security and privacy exploitation, which can be made
in the kernel space. To handle these issues, an improved migration-based
mechanism is required, which we will study in our future work.

5.3.2. Automatic Application Partitioning

All previous DVM-based partitioning mechanisms are incompatible with
ART. To allow existing applications to take advantage of mobile cloud us-
ing computational offloading, these applications must be partitioned for the
migration/synchronization points to be identified. These partitioning mech-
anisms, such as those used in CloneCloud [10] and its variants, should be au-
tomatic, to transform any mobile application to a mobile cloud application.
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The partitioning mechanisms should work in such that when an application
is installed on a mobile device using ART, the compilation process of ART
should be modified to annotate and add special migration primitives to the
code. The schematic of the original ART process and the envisioned modified
ART process is presented in Figure 17 (a) and (b), respectively.

Figure 17: (a) The original Android Runtime Process (ART) (b) Modified ART Process

By inserting migration markers, the application can be migrated with
great ease because the synchronization points are defined. The migration can
be performed in a controlled manner by a user-level migration mechanism
surpassing the kernel-level-state acquisition. The modified ART compilation
process should be the same on both the mobile device and cloud to generate
a similarly partitioned application.

5.3.3. Scheduling Partitions

In case the mobile cloud the user is connected is a complex mobile cloud
scenario containing multiple type of resource as illustrated in Figure 1. The
partitioning of the application in the above discussed manner (5.3.2) will
help us to make a graph representation of the application which will be
useful in formulating the scheduling problem. Once the partitioning of ap-
plication is done, now two problems arise from the partitioned code i) to
identify the dependencies between the partitions, (ii)schedule the offloading
decisions/partitions over the resources available in the mobile cloud taking
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into account the partition dependencies ( such that independent partitions
can be executed in parallel) and other factors such as device context. A
scheduling decision to whether offload a particular partition to CSP, cloudlet,
or an ad-hoc mobile cloud node or not will be based on an objective func-
tion considering the dependencies between the partitions and the cost model.
An illustration of such a schedule of an application with fourteen partitions
on different types of resources available in the mobile cloud is presented in
Figure 18.

Figure 18: Schedule of automatically generated application partitions on mobile cloud
resources

6. Conclusion

In this study, we have thoroughly examined the existing computational
offloading primitives used in MCE. A computational offloading framework
for native and ART-based mobile application is subsequently proposed. We
conducted experiments to verify the efficacy of the proposed framework com-
pared with that of baseline local execution and client-server models. The
limitations of the study as well as future research directions are identified
to transform every mobile application available on centralized application
stores, such as the Google Play Store, into a mobile cloud application.
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